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Princess Arianna, her Bonded unicorn Sunchaser and their companions (including two foxes)
must travel through the deadly Valley of Fear to reach the evil Shifter’s stronghold, Castle Entia.
There the princess must reclaim the Royal Scepter, the main source of the Shifter’s power and
also a key to remembering her past.“Stanton writes with a sure hand."- Orson Scott Card“A
wonderful book”…“It is also required reading…for all animal lovers.”- Gene Wolfe (on THE
HEAVENLY HORSE FROM THE OUTERMOST WEST)“If you loved WATERSHIP DOWN … this
is the fantasy book for you: lovingly detailed, heart-quickening.”- Jane Yolen (on THE HEAVENLY
HORSE FROM THE OUTERMOST WEST)author bio:Mary Stanton began her writing career
with one of the most-beloved beast fables of our time; THE HEAVENLY HORSE FROM THE
OUTERMOST WEST. She loves writing for younger audiences and loves writing about magic
but, after the YA fantasy series The Unicorns of Balinor appeared in 1999, she spent most of her
career in the adult mystery field. She is the author of the popular Inn at Hemlock Falls series (as
Claudia Bishop), and the paranormal mystery series BEAUFORT & COMPANY.Mary spends
half of the year on her farm in upstate New York, and the other half in a small house in Florida.
Many of the Unicorns in Balinor are based on horses that Mary has owned and loved for years.
www.marystanton.com
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1Atalanta walked up the Eastern Ridge toward the cave of Numinor, the Golden One. She had
grave news for him, and her steps were slow. The sun flooded mellow light across the top of the
mountains surrounding the Celestial Valley. Atalanta's mane, tail, and horn glowed pale silver in
the warm light. She was the Dreamspeaker, the Lady of the Moon, counselor to the unicorn herd
of the Celestial Valley. The silver-white radiance was hers alone. The light of neither sun nor
moon ever changed it.Atalanta paused in her journey up the hill and looked down into the valley.
The Celestial herd was settling in for the night. Each herd member was a different color of the
rainbow. Their colors glowed like the dying embers of a campfire in the setting sun. Several
gathered under the Crystal Arch, the long bridge that extended up to the cloud home of the One
Who Rules and down to the humans' land of Balinor.Atalanta's heart swelled with love at the
sight of her home. The Celestial Valley, the Crystal Arch, and the unicorns themselves had been
there for thousands of years. If she could only be sure that they would be there for thousands
more!Atalanta's forelock fell on either side of her crystal horn, shadowing her violet eyes. She
paused, deep in thought. She was worried about Princess Arianna and her bonded unicorn, the
Sunchaser. All had been well until the evil Shifter rose from his lair in the Valley of Fear to take
over the throne of Balinor.That had been a year ago. And for the unicorns and the people of
Balinor, there had been nothing but grief and terror since the Shifter had kidnapped Arianna's
parents, who were the rightful King and Queen. Arianna's brothers, the two young Princes, had
also disappeared.Atalanta had sent the High Princess and the Sunchaser beyond the Gap to
safety at Glacier River Farm before the Shifter could get at them. The High Princess and her
unicorn were the last hope of Balinor. Without them, there would be no way to bring the people
and animals of Balinor together to overthrow the Shifter and his army.Even as Atalanta
approached the cave of Numinor, the Shifter hunted the Princess in Balinor.Atalanta didn't know
if Princess Arianna and her companions would make it back to Balinor Village from their recent
journey. True, Tobiano, a Celestial Valley unicorn, was with Arianna and the Sunchaser as
guardian and guide. And the human wizard Eliane Bohnes also accompanied them. But the
Shifter could take any form — any form at all. How could Arianna and the Sunchaser fight an
enemy they couldn't recognize? And the travelers were more than two days away from the
village and safety.Relative safety. Even the village of the Inn of the Unicorn, the home of the
Resistance fighters against the Shifter and his army had traitors among the thatched-roofed
houses, spies on the cobblestone streets. No one was safe in these times.Atalanta stood a
moment longer. The sun set behind the Eastern Ridge and the last glow of sunlight faded.



Atalanta raised her head and looked at the crescent moon riding low in the purple twilight. The
Silver Traveler was faint and on the wane. Another week and she would be gone from the sky in
her monthly journey around the earth. Then would come the time of the Shifter's Moon — which
meant, of course, there would be no moon. A time when evil magic ruled, and the magic of
Atalanta was at its lowest ebb.The Shifter's Moon was no time for war. If there was ever a time for
war. And Numinor would want to fight, once he heard what Arianna and the Sunchaser had to do
now.Atalanta shook herself and snorted gently into the twilight. She had to talk Numinor out of
the impending war. If the Celestial unicorns were to attack the Shifter's forces, it had to be at a
time and place when victory was possible. Arianna and the Sunchaser didn't have their full
magical power, and that time wouldn't come soon.Unless they accomplished the coming
quest.Atalanta resumed her journey up the hill.The entrance to Numinor's cave was guarded by
unicorns selected for their swiftness and courage. There were two sentries for each eight-hour
shift. The two there this evening were from Atalanta's own color band of silver and white. They
stood at attention in the courtyard, one at each of the two pillars that supported the entrance
arch. The courtyard was paved with smooth, flat rock flecked with gold, which glittered in the low
evening light.Atalanta nodded to Ash, who guarded the left pillar, and spoke a word of greeting
to Dusty, who guarded the right. Both sentries bowed deeply to her, forelegs to the ground,
jeweled horns touching the pathway.Atalanta walked across the courtyard, her silver hooves
striking a barely audible chime. She heard the rhythmic pacing of Numinor in his cave, caught
the now-bright, now-shadowy golden glow of his coat as he walked restlessly back and forth.
She looked at Ash, then Dusty. "Would you leave us for a moment?"The two faded obediently
into the twilight.Atalanta struck her horn gently against the pillar supporting the entrance arch.
"Numinor!" she called. Her voice was low and sweet. In the depths of the cave, the sound of
restless pacing stopped, and Numinor moved to the entrance. His coat was the gold of the sun
at high noon. His horn was a shining spear. A deep yellow diamond — rarest of all jewels —
glowed at the base of his horn.Atalanta trotted forward. She gave Numinor the traditional formal
greeting: They stood muzzle to muzzle for a brief minute, then she blew twice on his cheek. Her
long silver mane swirled across his withers and mingled with the gold of his coat."Atalanta."
Numinor's voice was deep and deceptively calm. Atalanta could smell the anger rising off him
like a mist, could see anger in the sheen of sweat on the muscles of his great chest. He took a
deep breath and rumbled, "You have news?""Yes." She backed away to see him better.
Numinor's eyes were a rich mahogany-gold. She could see the angry pulse throbbing in the
great vein at the side of his neck."The Sunchaser has his horn back," Numinor said abruptly.
"The ruby jewel with his personal magic has been restored to the base. Now! Now we can
attack! We will grind the Shifter to dust beneath our hooves! We will spear his army with our
horns!""Now is not the time," Atalanta said, her own voice deliberately calm. "Let us stand and
discuss this calmly.""What is there to discuss, Atalanta? Now that the Sunchaser has his horn
back, he and Princess Arianna are bonded again. The people and animals of Balinor won't lose
the ability to speak to one another. And now they can work together to overthrow the Shifter. And



we of the Celestial Valley will be there to help them — as we always have been.""I wish it were
that easy. Yes, the Sunchaser has his horn again. But this was just the first step, Numinor. You
know the law of the One Who Rules Us All. Arianna and the Sunchaser are a Bonded Pair. They
are the source of all bonds between humans and animals. Arianna is one half of that bonding.
And she does not yet recall all of her past — she herself has not reclaimed her role as
Princess.""You must tell her, then. Help her remember."Atalanta shook her head with a wry
regretful gesture. "I would have done that long before this if it would work. Explaining her past
doesn't mean that her memories will be there. You know that, Numinor. You haven't forgotten
what else was lost when the Shifter attacked the Royal Family and destroyed the Sunchaser's
horn.""The Scepter!" Numinor's words rumbled and echoed around the cave. "The Royal
Scepter!""Yes. Without that, the Princess will never remember all of who she is. Without the
Scepter, the Sunchaser himself will not come into all of his magic. Arianna must find it. The
power of the Princess and her Bonded unicorn are inextricably linked together."Numinor ground
his teeth, then bowed his head in acceptance. "What must be, must be." His whole body
quivered with the need for action. "Where is the Scepter to be found?""It was torn from the
Palace during the fight following the Great Betrayal.""I know that," he said impatiently. "But do
you know where it is, Atalanta?"The Dreamspeaker nodded reluctantly. "We unicorns cannot
rescue the Royal Scepter. We unicorns can't touch it or even help her get to it. It is Arianna's
quest. She must go and find it.""Where is it, then?!" Numinor struck out with one great foreleg. A
gold flame leaped from the spot where his hoof hit the floor. "She must get it back. You can tell
her where it is, at least.""I am afraid to tell her.""But why?""The Royal Scepter of Balinor,"
Atalanta said slowly, "lies across the Sixth Sea in the Valley of Fear, hidden in the Castle Entia.
"Her violet eyes clouded with tears. "It lies at the very heart of the Shifter's evil. No one who has
ever gone to the Valley of Fear has ever come back —" She stopped, and the next word was so
soft that Numinor barely heard it:"— alive."

2"I'm homesick," Lori Carmichael said. "Homesick, homesick, homesick!" She and Arianna lay
on their backs around the campfire, looking up at the crescent moon. Dr. Bohnes had
disappeared into the night some time ago on a search for food to augment the meager rations
they were carrying. They had left the Inn of Luckon to travel back to Balinor Village with as many
provisions as they could carry in the unicorns' saddlebags but their supply was low. Lori scowled
angrily. Her blond hair was matted and her face was dirty. "We're stuck here in the cold and
damp while we wait for food. Somebody didn't plan this very well, if you ask me."No one
answered her. The Sunchaser and Toby grazed nearby. Ari, her head propped up on a
saddlebag, watched Chase through half-closed eyes. His ebony horn was almost invisible at
night, but his bronze coat caught the gleam of firelight. It was amazing, the transformation that
had come upon him with the restoration of his horn and the jewel at its base. The muscles of his
chest were more sharply defined. He seemed taller. His mane rippled down his withers like a
river of bronze water. His hooves were solid bronze that never chipped or cracked. A subtle light



came from him — no matter what the time of day or night — so that he seemed to move in a pool
of bronze starlight.Chase raised his head and looked across the fire at her. She smiled at
him.Chase! she said with her thoughts.Milady! he replied.I miss Lincoln, she thought. I'm
anxious to see my dog again.Dr. Bohnes said he will be waiting to greet us when we get back to
the village, Chase thought in answer. The unicorn dropped his head to the grass again and went
on grazing."Didn't you hear me?" Lori demanded. The blond girl sat up abruptly a scowl on her
face. She pulled angrily at the twigs in her hair. "I said I want to go home. Back to Glacier River
Farm. And I want to go now!""Yes," Arianna said, "I heard you." She sat up and rubbed her calf.
They had been on the road three days since the battle to regain Chase's horn at the Palace, and
her legs were hurting again. She rolled the left leg of her breeches up and pulled her sock off.
The campfire didn't provide a lot of light, but she could see the scar spiraling down from her
knee to her ankle. Why did her injury hurt so much, six months after the leg had been set?
Wasn't she ever going to be free of the pain?"I suppose you're going to tell me you can't talk
because you're in soooo much pain," Lori snapped."That's more than enough," Tobiano said
sternly. The black-and-white unicorn gave a short, angry snort through his horn. "You ought to be
ashamed of yourself."Lori had the grace to look embarrassed. "Sorry," she muttered. "I didn't
mean that like it sounded.""Her Royal Highness was lucky to survive the trip through the Gap to
Glacier River Farm with just two broken legs," Toby continued, "and I don't recall that Her Royal
Highness extended a written invitation to you to come here to Balinor, did you, Your Highness?
No, Lori, you just showed up here all by yourself. Driving Her Highness to distraction with your
whining.""It wasn't my fault," Lori said. She tried to look virtuous and only succeeded in looking
bratty. "I fell through the Gap by accident. Who knew that your stupid magic was going to drag
me through that tunnel into a place where horses with horns stuck on their heads do nothing but
yak, yak, yak in my face all day long!"Toby who was short, stubby, and extremely sensitive about
the fact that he didn't have the elegance of his herdmates in the Celestial Valley swelled up like a
rooster. "I," he said, "am a unicorn. I am not a horse with a horn stuck on my head, you rude little
girl."Toby," Ari began, "we only have a few more days on the road before we get back to the
village. Please, let's—"Toby snorted furiously. "Whine! Complain! Whine! Complain! That's all
you ever do!""Be quiet!" Ari shouted.Toby shut up like a clam about to be dropped in a stew
pot."I'll vote for that," Lori grumbled.Ari threw her blanket from her shoulders and rose stiffly to
her feet. She didn't feel like a princess at all. She was tired, hungry, and she hadn't had a bath for
three days. She rubbed her hands over her face, scrubbing at the grit of three days' travel. She
wanted her dog. She wanted to be clean. She didn't want to face any more danger — especially
if there would be danger to Chase or even to the horrid Lori. Ari still didn't remember much about
her past as a Princess — but wasn't it supposed to be easier than this?She put her hands on her
hips and surveyed Lori with a sigh. "Homesick? I can understand you being homesick."Lori stuck
out her chin and turned her back. "Well? Don't you want to go home?" Her voice was thick with
tears. "Don't you miss your foster parents?""You miss your mom and dad, don't you?" Ari thought
about Lori's father, who was red-faced and loud. Her hand went to the knife in the scabbard at



her belt. Mr. Samlett, the Innkeeper at Balinor Village, had said the knife belonged to her own
father. The King. The King of Balinor.Why couldn't she remember him more clearly? She had
flashes of memory: a huge man, with a blond beard and a laugh to shake the ceiling. And her
mother, the Queen: quiet and fragrant with the scent of roses around her like a cloak. But she
couldn't remember any more, no matter how hard she tried. Why did all her memories drift like
fragments of cloud across the sun?A soft chime, like a silver bell, sounded in the depths of the
woods behind her. Sunchaser lifted his head, eyes wide and dark, and stared off into the
trees.Lori flung herself onto a log near the campfire. She clearly hadn't heard the quiet ringing. "I
guess you want to stay here in Balinor, since everyone here believes you are their long-lost
Princess.""I don't feel like their long-lost Princess. I don't want to be their long-lost Princess." Ari
was scared. She was afraid of the Shifter, afraid of the trouble being the Princess would cause
her friends.What if she just couldn't do it? What if she just stood up, announced that she wanted
the normal life of a normal thirteen-year-old, and took Chase and went off to be herself?She
avoided looking over at Chase. Dr. Bohnes and the Dreamspeaker, Atalanta, had told her that
Chase was now Lord of the Animals in Balinor. Or would be, as soon as she assumed her
rightful place on the throne. Would he want an ordinary life? What was his rightful place?Ari
scrubbed at the ground with her worn sandal. They'd been wearing nice, ordinary riding
breeches and boots when magic flung them through the Gap. Now Ari wore a long red skirt, a
soft muslin blouse, and a leather vest that Dr. Bohnes called a jerkin. One of the leather straps
on her rough sandals had come loose. It dragged in the dust as she scraped her sandal back
and forth.Lori watched her for a long moment, then asked, "If you don't feel like a Princess, what
do you feel like, then?""Lost," Ari said slowly. "I feel lost. It's a terrible thing when your memory
comes and goes like summer rainstorms. They tell me I'm the Princess. I remember just a few
things about being Princess. Something of the Palace before the Shifter's forces took over. My
father's face. My mother's presence. But all I really know, Lori, is that Chase is mine. Chase will
always be mine. Everything else…" She shrugged. "It's as if it happened to someone else. And I
don't feel homesick because I don't know where my home is."The bell-like chime called again.
Lori was oblivious to the sound. Ari listened, holding her breath so that she could hear even the
slightest whisper. She looked at Chase. His head was up, his eyes eager. So! He had heard it,
too. She looked at Toby. Stout little Toby, rude and belligerent and a little comic.But at the
moment, Toby didn't look comic at all. He looked stern, and a little frightening. He stared at her,
his brown eyes commanding her to go.The bell sounded a third time.Third and last."I have to
go," Ari said."Go? Go where?" Lori asked crossly. She darted a glance at the trees surrounding
them, then she whirled and glared at Ari. "Into the woods? Are you crazy? This… this Shifter
person is all around here, or so that crazy old veterinarian said.""Dr. Bohnes is not a crazy old
anything," Ari said evenly. She took one step toward the woods, then another. What was calling
her? She looked at Chase.
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Nicole Tibbe, “Loved reading this growing up. Love it so much I wanted to make sure I had a
copy of it for when I have kids or just want a light fun read.”

Pamela, “Great story. Great story!”

Maggie Jordan, “Five Stars. Eight year old daughter loved it”

Ashley Bruinsma, “Love it. Wonderful book would recommend to anyone. I love it and I'm older
person. Got to read this book love it”

Brittney Doan, “Five Stars. Came quickly and in condition promised..”

Jamie E., “Great fantasy sequel for young readers. Another fun book for the series. So far I have
really enjoyed this little series by Mary Stanton. This book continues to follow Arianna (goes by
Ari) as she and the Sunchaser (whom she calls Chase) go to Castle Entia, in the Valley of Fear,
to retrieve her scepter. Castle Entia is home of the Shifter. Arianna is still struggling to accept her
role as Princess of Balinor and is torn between that destiny and the idea of just leading a simple
life and letting go of her past.The story also continues to have Linc (the dog), Dr Bohnes, Toby,
and the ever annoying brat Lori. We also get introduced to Dill and Basil in this book. They are a
pair of foxes who accompany Arianna to the Valley. The ending was unexpected and has me
looking forward to the next book in the series. These books are perfect for the older child or
youth. A fun series with story and character. Even I, as an adult, enjoy them for a short change of
fantasy pace.”

Samantha, “Let The Quest Go On.... Are you looking for a good book that is beautiful and
peaceful? Do you need a book that must have adventure or even lead to death? That humans
can talk to animals? Is this the book you want? Well if it is then here's a book that will inspire you!
The Unicorns of Balinor Valley of Fear by Mary Stanton. Arianna, Princess of Balinor, is trying to
find her parents the King and Queen and her two Brothers the princes. The land they rule is a
peaceful valley where Unicorns live. The Celestial Unicorns to be exact. Humans talk to the
animals and even to the cows! Some of the unicorns work for the humans and they don't need to
be steered or anything. If you say where you need to go,they go. This book really inspired me
because it has adventure in it. Fore example, there is a hero named Princess Arianna and her
horse Chase, then there's Lori. She doesn't like to do every thing that Arianna wants Lori to do.
They argue but then Lorisays something so rude that Arianna finally put her foot down and
spoke up. See I have liked this book so much that I really had to read the rest. For example...
Lori: "I'm not going now. I am spending the night in a real bed. I'll think about leaving in the
morning." Ari: "You. Will. Do. As. I. Say. I've agreed to your terms, Lori. Now listen to mine...." So



sit back pick up the book and as they say Let the quest go on.”

Ebook Library Reader, “From a 13 year old fan. I may be thirteen, but that doesn't mean I can't
enjoy books below my level. The only reason I rated this four stars was because I think the
stories could have been longer. I have read the whole series and loved them. I hope a ninth book
come out because there are so many things about Ari's parents we don't know about yet. I have
read them many times and do so whenever I need to read a good book.”

Grace, “The Road to Balinor. I love this book it is good and fun. The people are cool and at a
good point. I can't wait to find out if she becomes princess and finds her sceptre”

The book by Mary Stanton has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 45 people have provided feedback.
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